KET offers virtual screening of ‘POV: Portraits and Dreams’ documentary, including a Q&A with the film’s producer

FOR RELEASE: Sept. 2, 2020

You’re invited to a special virtual screening of *POV: Portraits and Dreams*, a documentary about photographer Wendy Ewald’s collaboration in the 1970s with students from Letcher County and the impact the experience had on their lives.

The virtual screening is scheduled for Thursday, Sept. 17, at 7/6 pm. The screening features an introduction from one of the film’s producers and a Q&A session following the film. To register for the screening, please visit KET.org/events. Once registered, you’ll receive a confirmation email and another email at a later date with a link to the screening.

Thirty-five years ago, Ewald published the book, *Portraits and Dreams: Photographs and Stories by Children of the Appalachians*, a collaboration between her and her Letcher County students. She asked them to photograph the things closest to them, including their hopes and dreams. “It opened up a whole new way of making pictures for them,” Ewald said.

In *POV: Portraits and Dreams*, Ewald returns to Eastern Kentucky to visit her former students and discover how their lives have changed.

KET is Kentucky’s largest classroom, where learning comes to life for more than one million people each week via television, online and mobile. Learn more about Kentucky’s preeminent public media organization at KET.org, on Twitter @KET and at facebook.com/KET.
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